Issue #11 - Oct

HAPPY EARLY HALLOWEEN!

Welcome to October, the spookiest time of the year and that
special time when you get another issue of the wonderful
E.S.R.A.S newsletter!
This month we have an interesting fact file on Flap-neck
Chameleons, a summary of the hectic but fun two day Laughton
Festival show and more, but first….

Congratulations to our photo competition winners,
Ethan, Natalie, Shirley and Beth for the Peek-a-boo
theme!
As the next newsletter isn’t until after Christmas, I’ll take the time
now to wish everyone an early Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year!
I’d like to invite any members who would like to contribute to the
newsletter to send in any articles, stories or experiences etc. All
submissions will be much appreciated. Please feel free to contact
me on the Facebook group, at meetings or shows, or via the
following email - esras.uk@gmail.com.
- Beth

This article is brought to you by one of our committee members, Shirley Ansley, about a
very interesting type of Chameleon. Thank you very much for your contribution to the
newsletter!
Profile – Flap-neck Chameleon
Latin Name – ‘Chamaeleo dilepis’. More commonly called Flap-neck
(or Flap-necked) chameleons due to their distinctive flap-style collar
around their neck, which helps with camouflage in their natural
environment.
Native location - Sub-saharan region of Africa including Ethiopia
and Somalia. They are known to inhabit forests, bush and grassland
savannah. Flap-necks are aboreal tree dwellers but will descend to
the ground to search for a mate or new feeding grounds.
Adult Length – 10-14 inches.
Lifespan – 5-8 years.
Diet – Invertebrates including locusts, crickets and wax worms.
Captive environment requirements –


Flap-necks require a well ventilated enclosure, a suggested minimum size for an adult is
18x18x36" (45x45x90cm).



Temperatures for an adult should lie between 70-80F (21-26C) ambient and 80-90F (26-32C)
basking.



Humidity of 50-70% achieved by misting the enclosure at least twice a day. This also gives the
chameleon the opportunity to drink as they do not recognise standing water.



Plenty of branches and reptile safe plants, such as ficus and pothos, should be provided for
climbing, hiding and drinking water droplets off.



12 hours of UVB light should be supplied each day.



Calcium supplementation is recommended daily for live food, and the use of calcium with D3 and
multivitamins is recommended for use every two weeks.

Colouration – Mainly mottled greens and yellows, similar to the the colours of the trees in their native
environment. Usually have a white stripe down their flank. Flap-necks darken when aggitated or
threatened and will often display dark spots in this situation. They will also darken their colouration to
absorb heat more efficiently.
Temperament – Generally these chameleons are not keen on being handled and tend to display threat
responses such as darkening of colour and displaying dark spots. They will also puff up their bodies to
look as large as possible, accompanied by hissing and lunging. They are, however, a great species to
keep if you don’t mind being more ‘hands- off’.

Fascinating Facts –



A flap-neck chameleon can shoot out their tongue
further than the length of their entire body.



A flap-neck’s long muscular tongue can deploy at
the speed of around 3 hundrenths of a second.



Chameleon literally means “dwarf lion” in Latin.
The name is appropriate due to its aggressive,
defensive behaviour.



Chameleons rarely ever rest on strong branches. They will deliberately choose weak, hanging
branches. The majority of heavy predators cannot balance on narrow, flimsy branches.



The chameleon moves with staggered motions to emulate that of the wind blowing through the
leaves in the trees.



Chameleons do not possess a middle or outer ear so it is thought by some researchers that they
cannot hear at all; rather they interpret vibrations on the ground or in the branches.



The chameleon family all share the distinctive and uniquely shaped stereoscopic eyes which gives
them ability to see in a 360 degree field of vision. Chameleons also have extremely good depth
perception, which alongside their amazing vision, allows them to be highly accurate hunters.



Chameleons are ‘didatyl’, which means the toes of the feet are fused together to create ‘tongs’
giving the ability to grip better when climbing. Their sharp claws aid their grip when climbing.

Quick Announcement:
For all our new members, I would like to remind you that the highly successful Digitilian magazine is run by one
of our very own members, Rebecca. Each monthly issue is packed with the latest reptile news and some
awesome interviews from celebrity keepers and other breeders like Alice Cooper, Shannon Wild, Brian Barczyk
of Snake Bytes TV and, most importantly, our dear Chairman Dave – Issue #7 if you are interested! Feel free to
subscribe to the magazine for free at http://www.digitilian.co.uk/ or download the free app to be able to keep
up to date.
Rebecca also has a range of Digitilian Apparel clothing with her own original designs on it, which you can
currently get 50% off of till the 17th of October!
You can check out her designs here at http://www.digitilianapparel.com/ and if you do decide to purchase
one, depending on the design 10% of the proceeds are donated towards either the Amphibian Survival
Alliance, the International Iguana Foundation or the Turtle Survival Alliance.

Laughton Autumn Show September 10th & 11th

This year we were invited to display at the autumn holding of the bi-annual Laughton show over the
weekend of the 10th and 11th of September. The show has been going for many years and next May
celebrates its 25th year, so we were very honoured to be invited along to show our animals, educate
people about these wonderful animals and hopefully dispel some of the fears and untruths around
them.
We arrived on Friday afternoon in order to setup the marquee and make sure we had everything we
needed in time for the show’s opening on Saturday morning at 10am. After getting settled and
ensuring the marquee was taken to our pitch Mick, Lisa, and Lee started by putting up the marquee
with varying degrees of success, but eventually with help from Nicky and A.J. and a very nice man at
the next stall with a step ladder it was erected and stocked with tables.
After the setup was complete we got to have a short look around the show as people were still setting
up and we were amazed by the diversity of stalls and attractions available, meeting some incredibly
nice people.
Waking early on Saturday morning we set off for the marquee to finish setup and wait for the arrival
of everyone else.

Once the show opened on what was a very overcast day and quite a low turnout, but we certainly
proved to be one of the most visited stalls around with a steady flow of people and many busy
patches with people wandering in to have a look and staying for periods of time to learn and hold the
animals.
As the day drew on we were able because of our position to see the central arena and watch the
display of Cars, Tractors, Steam Engines, Birds of Prey and other demonstrations, all of which were
great.
As the show got to 5pm we packed away the animals and either went home for the day or those that
were staying went for dinner or a look around. With the bars and music available there was
something to keep everyone entertained till late in the evening.

Sunday morning it was up again and off to setup to get ready for the next day, with the very different
prospect of a hot and clear summers day. Right from the off people were streaming in to look around
and once again we had our very fair share of them, with many staying for long periods of time and
asking an array of questions about the animals. The whole day we were flooded with people with very
little time for rest, but as there were a few of us at the show all of us got time to look around the
show and appreciate its eclectic mix of stalls and attractions.
The arena once again was busy with shows and displays which we could see from our position.
As Sunday drew to a close, and the last of the people left with smiles - and a maybe a new found
respect for the animals we brought along with us - we can honestly say the weekend was a great
success and we hope to be invited back for the Cuckoo Fayre in May 2017.

